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At a small, struggling circus in Ulaanbaatar, a fearless trapezist fascinates Cirque du Monde talent

scout Jason Beck, until he realizes, halfway through the act, that he already knows this exotic,

blue-eyed beauty. Intimately. If heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d known she was part of the act he was here to recruit,

he never would have done such basely carnal things to her the night before!Torn by professional

and personal desires, Jason invites Sara to Paris. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s thrilled to join Cirque du Monde,

but her trapeze partner, Baat, is less cooperative. When tensions threaten the future of Sara and

BaatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s act, she finds solace in a sexy, consuming Master/slave relationship with Jason.

JasonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s strict requirements match perfectly with SaraÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s desires to submit, to do

whatever it takes to please her Master. Soon theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re barreling toward deeper

commitments, even love.But circus life can be chaotic. Perilous. Cirque CEOÃ¢â‚¬â€•and brutal

MasterÃ¢â‚¬â€•Michel Lemaitre develops an uncomfortable interest in the submissive trapezist, and

Baat becomes increasingly difficult to control. Fears and secrets, jealousy and uncertainties

threaten to undo everything Sara and Jason have built in their intimate BDSM sessions. Hurt by lies,

rocked by shocking revelations, the two must battle to remain bound together in love.

PublisherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Note: This erotic romance novel is approximately 75K words and contains

sensual content: Anal play/intercourse, m/f/m menage, BDSM scenes, power exchange themes,

and swinging/partner sharing.
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I didn't love the first book in this series - Theo felt harsh (altho he has grown likeable in this book),

and Jason feels equally as harsh in this book. Lemaitre is also harsh and unlikable. Sara was sweet

but immature. It's hard to love a book when the main characters don't strongly pull on your

emotions.It was pretty much love at first sight between Jason and Sara when he picked her up at a

sex club in Ulan Bator, so there was no real development of a relationship so you could get invested

in either one of them. They just mindlessly in love it appears because they both wanted a TPE with

lots of harsh beatings and they were both physically attracted to each other. For someone who had

spent her whole life in relative deprivation in Mongolia, Sara never once demonstrated culture shock

while in France - in fact, she behaved exactly like a Westerner throughout the book. Jason was

willing to give up his whole life to follow her wherever she wanted to go - sweet, but felt strange

given the TPE dynamic.The plot tension - will she perform up to standards? will "daddy" ever love

her? - were never in doubt, so without character tension or plot tension, this book was carried by the

excellent writing not often seen in this genre.I'll read the next one because I love Annabel Joseph,

but I have to say the Ballet series stands head and shoulders above this series.

I was roped in since the first page. I think this is easy when you love the author and can't wait to

read more about characters you love.While Jason does take a bit to warm up to, which you do, you

immediately fall for Sara. She portraits a tough exterior for her survival but still is so innocent at

times due to her age. You are glad she has Jason to lean on for support and love. I also love seeing

Theo and Kelsey relationship continue and their friend grow with Sara.There are twisted that I didn't

expect but added the drama of this novel. I while i enjoyed this book it has left me wanting

Lemaitre's book.

Another 5-star story from Annabel Joseph. I began reading Bound in Blue and was drawn in and

read this lovely erotic story in one day. The BDSM elements of the story are so well done and I

believe Mrs. Joseph excels at her craft in this beautiful tale of Jason and Sara. I'm already looking



forward to the next story in this series but think I'll go read Theo and Kelsey's story again!

...just like all her others.Who knew that Jason was such a stern Master with a sadistic streak? I

really didn't care for him that much in Ms. Joseph's previous book but I'm completely turned around

and a little in love (or should I say lust) with him.Definitely another 5 plus star from me!!

I love this series. The author does an amazing job of drawing the reader into the circus world and

the character's lives. Admittedly, my favorite character from this series is only a side character in

this book (Michel Lemaitre) but is getting his own book that (I think) is due to come out in the next

few months.

I am a total AJ fan girl! There are some I didn't adore but none that I disliked! This one is part of a

series but definitely stand alone. I liked this book a lot. Good exotic plot and some real insight into

Charicters from the first Cirque book, hot hot power exchange. Worth the read.

Bound in Blue was amazing! I love at the skill, details, and raw emotion Ms. Joseph brings in each

book. Bound in Blue is the third in her Cirque Masters series and was the best one yet. This is real

BDSM at its finest. I cannot wait for the next book! Highly recommend!

This is another great story by Annabel Joseph, she never disappoints. She's such a talented writer!

She writes intense, highly emotional stories that grab you from the start and stay with you long after

you've finished reading. Can't wait for the next one!
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